
Dunollie Wood
Welcome to Scotland’s Rainforest!

Scotland’s Rainforest is one of our most precious habitats - as important as tropical rainforest, but rarer.   
Also known as Atlantic woodland, Scotland’s west coast has some of the best remaining rainforest in Europe thanks 

to a combination of high rainfall and mild, year-round temperatures. Rainforest sites like Dunollie provide a refuge for 
some of the world’s rarest bryophytes and lichens, with over 200 species found in this wood alone. It is the diversity of 
rare bryophytes and lichens that make Scotland’s rainforest internationally important. Besides maintaining humidity, 

thick carpets of dripping mosses, layering liverworts, epiphytic ferns and colourful fungi like the rare hazel gloves 
fungus, give the rainforest a unique and magical feel. 
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Rainforest Ramble  1.5 miles  / 2.5km |  Moderate  |   Allow 1 hour

Explore ancient woodland, admire huge beech trees, and discover recovering 
rainforest, all with dramatic views to the Western Isles. This path also links with 
other routes to explore the wider community. 

Mostly an uneven narrow path with short moderately steep slopes with one 
long steep slope. Extra care may be required when these slopes are wet. The 
route also includes some wide flat tarred sections, two kissing gates and 
two sets of steps near the car park.  The route includes a short section on 
the edge of a field.  Please keep dogs on a lead or under close control here.

Unwaymarked routes

Get involved. Find out more about Dunollie Wood and our work as the UK’s largest woodland conservation charity: 
0330 333 3300  |  The Woodland Trust Scotland South Inch Business Centre Shore Road Perth PH2 8BW  |  woodlandtrust.org.uk
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